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Colony morphology may be an indicator of phenotypic variation, this being an important adaptive process
adopted by bacteria to overcome environmental stressors. Furthermore, alterations in colony traits may reflect
increased virulence and antimicrobial resistance. Despite the potential relevance of using colony morphological
traits, the influence of experimental conditions on colonymorphogenesis has been scarcely studied in detail. This
study aims to clearly and systematically demonstrate the impact of some variables, such as colony growth time,
plate colony density, culture medium, planktonic or biofilm mode of growth and strain genetic background, on
bacterial colonymorphology features using two Pseudomonas aeruginosa strains. Results, based on 5-replicate ex-
periments, demonstrated that all variables influenced colonymorphogenesis and 18 differentmorphotypeswere
identified, showing different sizes, forms, colours, textures andmargins. Colony growth time and composition of
themediumwere the variables that caused the highest impact on colonydifferentiation both derived fromplank-
tonic and biofilm cultures. Colony morphology characterization before 45h of incubation was considered inade-
quate and TSA, a non-selective medium, provided more colony diversity in contrast to P. aeruginosa selective
media. In conclusion, data obtained emphasized the need to perform comparisons between colonymorphologies
in equivalent experimental conditions to avoid misinterpretation of microbial diagnostics and biomedical stud-
ies. Since colony morphotyping showed to be a reliable method to evaluate phenotypic switching and also to
infer about bacterial diversity in biofilms, these unambiguous comparisons between morphotypes may offer a
quite valuable input to clinical diagnosis, aiding the decision-making towards the selection of the most suitable
antibiotic and supportive treatments.

© 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Isolation of specimens by bacteriological techniques such as the cul-
turing in selective or differentialmedia is a routineprocedure, especially
in clinical laboratories. Growing on agar surfaces, microorganisms form
colonieswhose appearance helps the clinicians and researchers to iden-
tify genera or even species. One of themost intriguing aspects of this ap-
proach is the observation of similar colony patterns in different systems
and the existence of distinct patterns when culturing a sole strain in
analogous conditions. The large number of reckonable patterns turns
the identification of colonymorphologies a real challenge formicrobiol-
ogists, clinicians and technicians.

Rapid technological advances in bacterial identification methods
have occurred providing a formidable wide range of techniques to de-
tect, identify and differentiate bacteria. Molecular methods such as
ELISA, PCR and MALDI-TOF MS have introduced great improvements
in bacterial identification as they contributed to speed up the analysis
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and the reduction of handling (Weile and Knabbe, 2009). Despite the
technological advances, culture-based strategies are still necessary to
obtain information about the microbiological effect of the antibiotic
courses, by determining the number of bacteria before and after antibi-
otic administration, as well as to determine whether phenotypic selec-
tion is occurring. Antibiotic treatments may exert a pressure selection
over bacteria that may not be detected usingmolecular methods. Atyp-
ical colony morphologies can often exhibit unusual biochemical and
metabolic features turning clinical identification into a challenge. For
instance, Staphylococcus aureus small colony variants (SCV) have altered
metabolic activity, thus interfering with the results of biochemical tests
as the negative results of coagulase tests (Hilmi et al., 2013). Therefore,
colony morphology characterization often complements conventional
microbial identification detecting intra-strain diversity (Qamer et al.,
2003).

Intra-population diversity generated by bacterial phenotypic and
genetic adaptation may be beneficial since it allows both evolution
and adaptation to new and changing environments increasing the
chances of bacteria survival (Boles et al., 2004; Goerke et al., 2007;
Yachi and Loreau, 1999). Alterations in colony morphological traits
can be a macroscopic manifestation of the several biological strategies
adopted by microorganisms to face stress conditions, as starvation,
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Table 1
Morphological features used to characterize P. aeruginosa
colony morphologies.

Class Sub-class

Colony Form Circular
Irregular

Colony Margin Entire
Irregular

Colony Texture Smooth
Rough
Wrinkled

Colony Sizea Small
Large

Colony Colour White
Brown
Yellow
Green

a Colonieswere considered small if presented diameter is
below 3mm and large if presented diameter is above 3mm.
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depletion of oxygen, antibiotics and host defences (Sousa et al.,
2011). Furthermore, the different aspect of colonies may reflect dif-
ferences in virulence (Davies et al., 2007; Martin et al., 1993;
Rossignol et al., 2009; Tannaes et al., 2000), antimicrobial resistance
(Lewis, 2005; Massey et al., 2001; Sousa et al., 2011) and persistence
(Balaban et al., 2004; Singh et al., 2009; Spoering and Lewis, 2001).
Therefore, and despite being described by several authors as old-
fashioned (Braga et al., 2013; Weile and Knabbe, 2009), colony
morphology characterization can provide valuable insights into
individual microbial diversity, both derived from genetic changes
or reversible changes (Sousa et al., 2011).

In chronic infections, including cystic fibrosis (CF), the existence of
multiple colony morphology variants is recurrent. One of the most im-
portant clinical features in CF is the Pseudomonas aeruginosa conversion
from non- to mucoid form, being the later phenotype more difficult to
eradicate (Hogardt and Heesemann, 2010; Lyczak et al., 2002). Mucoid
variants are markedly more resistant to antibiotics, such as gentamicin,
aminoglycosides, ciprofloxacin and imipenem, or can be even multi-
resistant (Agarwal et al., 2005; Manno et al., 2005). Several other
morphotypes have been identified in bacteria related to chronic and
acute infections. The most common and best studied are SCV
(Haussler, 2004; Haussler et al., 1999, 2003; Hoffman et al., 2006;
Massey et al., 2001; Proctor et al., 2006; Wellinghausen et al., 2009),
the rough (small) colonies (Drenkard and Ausubel, 2002) and the
hyperpiliated colonies (Deziel et al., 2001; Haussler et al., 2003).

Biofilm formation, the microbial organization in multicellular com-
munities, is another relevant strategy used by microorganisms to face
stress conditions and to introduce microbial diversity (Costerton et al.,
1987; Donlan, 2002; Drenkard, 2003; Lewis, 2001; Stewart, 2002). Bac-
teriamay develop somephenotypic changes to facilitate the growth as a
biofilm (Sauer et al., 2002), being these changes observedwhen bacteria
are recovered from biofilms, plated on agar media and form colonies
with distinct morphological patterns (Sousa et al., 2011).

Apart from obvious morphological differences that have been re-
ported, the conditions in which evaluation has been performed were
different among published works. This variety is especially significant
in what themedium used and the growth time for colony development
is concerned. To obtain new insights on colony morphology identifica-
tion, this study used two P. aeruginosa strains (a reference strain and a
clinical isolate) to perform a detailed and broad evaluation of colony
morphologies during their development experiencing different growth
times, plate densities, culture media and mode of growth, including
planktonic and biofilm lifestyle. This study aimed at determining the
impact of the experimental conditions on each colony morphological
features, including form, margin, texture, size and colour, in a systematic
way.

2. Methods

2.1. Bacterial strains and culture conditions

P. aeruginosa ATCC 10145 and a clinical isolated from medical
equipment (from now on referred as clinical strain) were used
throughout this study. Bacteria were routinely cultured on tryptic
soy broth (TSB) or agar (TSA) medium at 37 °C. All strains were pre-
served in cryovials (Nalgene) at −80 ± 2 °C. Prior to each experi-
ment, bacterial cells were grown on TSA plates for 24 h at 37 °C. The
use of a reference strain and a clinical isolate ensured the different
genetic background.

2.2. Planktonic cultures

Planktonic bacteria grew overnight in TSB at 37 °C and 120 rpm.
Cell suspension of each strain was washed twice in PBS by centrifu-
gation (9000 g, 5 min) and further serially diluted and plated on
solid media.
2.3. Biofilm formation

Biofilms were developed as previously described (Stepanovic et al.,
2000). Briefly, bacteria were grown overnight on TSB at 37 °C. Cell sus-
pension of each strain was diluted in TSB to obtain 107CFU/mL as final
concentration. Afterwards, the bacterial suspension was transferred to
a 96-well polystyrene microtiter plate where biofilms were developed
aerobically on a horizontal shaker (120 rpm) at 37 °C for 24 h. After
that, biofilmswere sonicated into sterile water and vortexed to homog-
enize. Finally biofilm-cells were serially diluted with PBS and spread
plated on solid media.

2.4. Observation and classification of colony morphology

To assess the impact of the solid media composition on colony
morphology features, bacteria were serially diluted and plated on
different solidmedia in air conditions, including TSA (15g/L, Liofilchem),
Pseudomonas isolation agar (PIA, 45 g/L, Fluka) and cetrimide (CET,
45.5 g/L, Merck) plus 10mL/L of glycerol, at 37 °C. It was observed that
the amount of solid medium in the plate had impact on colonymorpho-
genesis. Therefore, the height of solid media per plate was standardized
to values nearby 0.5cm (approximately 15mL per 90cm plate). To eval-
uate the influence of the origin of the bacteria on its colonymorphology,
bacteria coming from biofilms and from planktonic cultures were used.
Plates with different colony numbers were observed to infer about the
role of colony density on morphology differentiation. Finally, different
times of incubation were used to assess the effect of growth time:
after 15, 24, 30, 45 and 50 h of incubation. Colonies were observed by
directly placing the Petri plates under a magnifying glass (Olympus SZ-
CTV) and recorded with a CCD camera (AVC, D5CE; Sony, Tokyo,
Japan). The identification and classification of colony morphotypes
were carried out usingfive parameters: colony size, form, colour, texture
and margin, according to Table 1. A phenotypic variant was considered
when it differed in at least one of the referred morphological parame-
ters. All experiments were performed 5 times.

3. Results

To describe each colony regarding the distinct morphological char-
acteristics, the following terms were used as synonymous: colony mor-
phology, colony type, colony variant and morphotype, all meaning a
group of bacteria grown from a single cell on agar surface, exhibiting a
typical colonial pattern. It must be remarked for further studies that
this definition does not exclude the possibility that different strains or
species exhibit the samemorphotype or that a strain or species exhibits
more than onemorphotype. All morphotypes presented were observed
at least in 3 of the 5 replicates.
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Fig. 1.Morphological evolution of planktonic P. aeruginosa ATCC 10145 colonies observed on TSA. Rows A to D represent the colony morphology development of the variants identified
after 15h of incubation. Morphotypes of the rows A and B at 15, 45 and 50h of incubation were the same variant, however they showed distinct intermediate morphological stages over
time (at 24 and 30 h). All morphotypes were observed at least 3 times of the 5 performed. White bars= 0.5mm; black bars=1mm.
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Fig. 2.Morphological evolution of planktonic P. aeruginosa clinical strain colonies observed on TSA. Rows A to D represent the colonymorphotype development of the variants identified
after 15 h of incubation. Morphotypes of the rows A/B and C/D at 15h of incubation were the same variant, but they showed distinct intermediate morphological stages (at 24 and 30h)
ending into different variants, B= C and A=D. All morphotypes were observed at least 3 times of the 5 performed. White bars= 0.5mm; black bars=1mm.
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Fig. 3.Morphological evolution of colonies derived from P. aeruginosaATCC 10145 biofilms. RowsA to C represent the colonymorphotype development of the variants identified after 15h
of incubation. Morphotypes of the rows A and B at 15 h of incubation were the same variant, but they showed over time distinct intermediate morphological stages (at 24 and 30h) and
ended as different variants (columns 45 and 50 h). All morphotypes were observed at least 3 times of the 5 performed. White bars=0.5mm; black bars= 1mm.
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3.1. Effects of growth time on colony morphogenesis

Planktonic and biofilm bacteria were cultured on solid media plates
and colonieswere examined after 15, 24, 30, 45 and 50h of incubation at
37°C. These intervals of time allowed the observation of the sequential
stages of colony morphological features during growth on the different
solid media (data shown just addressing TSA plates, Figs. 1, 2, 3 and 4).
After 15h of incubation, heterogeneity among colonymorphologieswas
only incipient. Between 15 and 45 h of incubation, colonies changed
their appearance, the planktonic P. aeruginosa ATCC exhibiting identical
final morphotypes (Fig. 1) while the clinical strain revealed completely
distinct biofilm-variants (Fig. 4A–H). An interesting result was that,
independent of the strain or the type ofmorphotype, after 45h, nomor-
phological changeswere observed, apart from the increase of the colony
size, meaning that at 45h the colonymorphogenesis was complete and
all morphological traits were well defined. This evidencewas verified in
all solid media tested (TSA, PIA and CET). Therefore, further analyses of
colony morphology were performed considering the traits exhibited at
45h of growth.

3.2. Effects of plate colony density on colony morphogenesis

During colony evaluation, it was observed that colonies growing
close to each other altered their development (Fig. 5). A colony density
higher than 20 colonies per agar plate resulted in close neighbouring
growth and thus in limited and structured colony formationwhen com-
pared with more distant or isolated colonies. For instance, distant colo-
nies of planktonic P. aeruginosa clinical strain that exhibited circular
form, undulate margin, rough texture and large size (Fig. 5C), when
grown in plates with 20 to 100 colonies exhibited circular form, irregu-
lar margin, rough texture and small size (Fig. 5B) and in plates with
more than 100 colonies exhibited undistinguished form and margin,
rough texture and undetermined size (Fig. 5A). To ensure unbiased
Fig. 4.Morphological evolution colonies derived from P. aeruginosa clinical strain biofilms. Rows
incubation.Morphotypes of the rowsA to H at 15 h of incubationwere the same variant, but the
variants. At 45 h a total of 10 morphotypes were identified: the rows A to H were considered 8
morphotypes were observed at least 3 times of the 5 performed. White bars = 0.5 mm; black
data, morphology characterization was performed in plates with a
maximum of 15 colonies.

3.3. Effects of culture medium composition on colony morphogenesis

Planktonic and biofilm-associated P. aeruginosa were plated onto
different solid media (TSA, PIA and CET) in order to assess the role of
nutritional composition on colony morphology definition. The results
showed that solid media clearly influenced colony morphogenesis.
Both P. aeruginosa strains, either from planktonic and biofilm cultures,
when plated on TSA, PIA and CET exhibited distinct colony morphol-
ogies according to the media used (Table 2). It was verified that the
features margin, texture and colour were the most affected. The most
relevant result is the high diversity of morphotypes obtained from the
biofilm cultures of both strains, namely the clinical strain that originated
5 fold more colony morphotypes when plated onto TSA than the
reference strain.

3.4. Impact of the mode of growth on colony morphogenesis and diversity

Based on the fact that biofilm formation is usually originated by
planktonic cells, it was considered of utmost importance to identify
the colony morphotypes of the initial population that originated the
biofilms.

As TSA was the medium where higher colony diversity was
observed, thus the data analysis was just focused on morphotypes ob-
served on TSA. An increased number of different colony morphologies
was observed in biofilm-associated bacteria compared to planktonic
counterparts. ATCC biofilms encompassed three distinct large and circu-
lar colonymorphologies: a wrinkled and concentric variant with an en-
tiremargin (Fig. 3A, column 45h); a rough colony variant with irregular
margin (Fig. 3B, column 45 h); and the third variant (Fig. 3C, column
45 h) similar to the planktonic counterpart (Fig. 1, column 45 h). In
A to J represent the colonymorphotype development of the variants identified after 15 h of
y showed distinct intermediatemorphological stages (at 24 and 30 h) ending into different
distinct SCV (diameter: below 3 mm) and I and J were considered 2 distinct non-SCV. All
bars = 1 mm.
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Fig. 5. Colonymorphologies of planktonic P. aeruginosa clinical strain after 30h of incuba-
tion on plates with: (A) more than 100 colonies; colonies exhibited undistinguished form
and margin due to high colonies density on the plate, rough texture and undetermined
size; (B) approximately 30 colonies; colonies exhibited circular form, irregular margin,
rough texture and small size; (C) 20 or less colonies; colonies exhibited circular form, un-
dulatemargin, rough texture and large size, distinctmorphology in contrast to (a) and (b).
These experiments were performed 5 times. White bars= 1mm.
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contrast, the planktonic reference strain gave rise to a homogeneous
population composed of large and circular colonies, with a small
marked centre, irregular margin and with a sheath (Fig. 1, column
45 h). The surface showed to be predominantly rough with some
small wrinkled zones. These colonies were yellow when plated on
TSA.

Much higher diversity was detected from the biofilm-associated
bacteria developed by the clinical strain. Eight distinct SCV, colonies
with less than 3mm of diameter (Fig. 4A–H, column 45 h), and two
larger colony variants were observed (Fig. 4I and J, column 45 h). In
turn, the planktonic clinical strain originated a heterogeneous popu-
lation just composed by two large yellowish colony variants: smooth
with entire margins (Fig. 2B and C, column 45h), and by smooth var-
iants with irregular margins (Fig. 2A and D, column 45h). The obser-
vation of new colony variants in the case of biofilm-associated
bacteria, suggests that a fraction of the planktonic cells changed
phenotypically when growing as a biofilm.

3.5. Effect of genetic background on colony morphogenesis

Despite belonging to the same species, the genetic background
exerted significant influence on the definition of colony traits as
shown in Table 2. Colonies of both strains in the same experimental con-
ditions shared some characteristics and differed in others. For instance,
planktonic cultures resulted mostly in colonies that shared the large di-
mension and the circular form, but were clearly different in other traits,
such as the texture and the margin. Another interesting result was the
different ability of the two strains to generate colony variants: the
clinical strain originating 5foldmore colonymorphotypes-biofilm asso-
ciated when plated onto TSA than the reference strain.

4. Discussion

The recognition of typical colony morphologies is crucial, among
others, for clinical diagnosis. Scientific and clinical laboratories fre-
quently use the colony morphology displayed by bacteria on agar
media as an auxiliary means to identify bacterial species because of
their different and specific growth patterns.

Changes in colony morphology are gaining attention because
they are thought to be the expression of the adaptation to different
environments, thus hampering the pathogen identification based
on morphological traits. Distinct colony morphotypes may arise
and their erroneous identification and/or characterization may sig-
nificantly influence the clinical diagnosis. On the other hand, alter-
ations in colony morphology traits may reveal cellular alterations
caused by phenotypic switching that confer ensured virulence, anti-
microbial resistance and persistence (Massey et al., 2001; Sousa
et al., 2011). Phenotypic switching refers to a reversible switch be-
tween two phenotypic states analogous to an ON/OFF mechanism,
i.e., microorganisms can interchange between states. The advantage
of phenotypic switching is the generation of heterogeneous and dy-
namic populations that can overcome stressful challenges without
the fitness costs of irreversible mutations. This process has been
studied based on colony morphology evaluation (Be'er et al., 2011;
Chantratita et al., 2007; Massey et al., 2001).

The switch of mode of growth from planktonic to biofilm implies as
well cellular alterations that can be observed in colonymorphology var-
iation. Biofilms have been increasingly recognized as an important issue
in human disease due to their notorious resistance, achieving 10 to
1000fold higher tolerance to antimicrobial agents than the correspond-
ing planktonic bacteria (Davies, 2003). Biofilms encompass a wide
range of microniches with specific biological activities that may some-
what translate the well-known biofilm heterogeneity. Stewart and
Franklin (2008) reported that in a mature biofilm at least three distinct
physiological states can be anticipated: cells near the biofilm-bulk-fluid
or in the more superficial layer, presenting similarities with planktonic
cells; cells in the middle zone; and cells in the deeper zone. In fact, the
present results reinforce the potential of colony morphology character-
ization to discriminate the biofilm population diversity since several
colony morphotypes were isolated from biofilms (Figs. 3 and 4).

The actual interpretation of the function of colonymorphotypes iso-
lated from clinical samples or identified in vitro experiments is mainly
based on results in comparison among reports. A detailed analysis of
methodological procedures of these reports revealed that experimental
conditions are highly variable among reports. For instance, P. aeruginosa
colonies have been characterized after being grown on different agar
media, and alsowith differentmedium supplements, aswell as after dif-
ferent growth times (Hay et al., 2009; Rakhimova et al., 2008; Starkey
et al., 2009). This has also happened with other species as S. aureus
(Norstromet al., 2007; Schneider et al., 2008), Streptococcus pneumoniae
(Allegrucci and Sauer, 2007; Weiser et al., 1996) and Enterococcus



Table 2
Characteristics of the distinct colonymorphologies generated by the reference and the clinical strain of P. aeruginosa on different solidmedia (TSA, CET and PIA) grew as planktonic cultures
and biofilms.

Media Form Margin Texturea Sizeb Colour

Planktonic
P. aeruginosa ATCC 10145
Morphotype I TSA Circular Irregular Rough and wrinkled Large Yellow
Morphotype II PIA Circular Irregular Wrinkled and rough Large Green
Morphotype III CET Circular Irregular Rough Large Green

Isolated P. aeruginosa
Morphotype IV TSA Circular Entire Smooth Large Yellow
Morphotype V TSA Circular Irregular Smooth Large Yellow
Morphotype III PIA Circular Irregular Rough Large Green
Morphotype VI CET Irregular Irregular Rough and smooth Large Green

Biofilm
P. aeruginosa ATCC 10145
Morphotype I TSA Circular Irregular Rough and wrinkled Large Yellow
Morphotype VII TSA Circular Entire Wrinkled Large Yellow
Morphotype VIII TSA Circular Irregular Rough Large Yellow
Morphotype II PIA Circular Irregular Wrinkled and rough Large Green
Morphotype IX PIA Circular Entire Wrinkled and rough Small Green
Morphotype III CET Circular Irregular Rough Large Green
Morphotype X CET Circular Entire Rough Small Green

Isolated P. aeruginosa
Morphotype IV TSA Circular Entire Smooth Large Yellow
Morphotype V TSA Circular Irregular Smooth Large Yellow
Morphotype XI TSA Irregular Irregular Wrinkled Small Yellow
Morphotype XII TSA Circular Entire Rough and wrinkled Small Yellow
Morphotype XIII TSA Circular Entire Smooth and wrinkled Small Yellow
Morphotype XIV TSA Circular Irregular Smooth and wrinkled Small Yellow
Morphotype XV TSA Circular Irregular Wrinkled Small Yellow
Morphotype XVI TSA Circular Irregular Rough and wrinkled Small Yellow
Morphotype XVII TSA Circular Entire Smooth Small Yellow
Morphotype XVIII TSA Circular Entire and irregular Smooth and wrinkled Small Yellow
Morphotype III PIA Circular Irregular Rough Large Green
Morphotype IX PIA Circular Entire Wrinkled and rough Small Green
Morphotype VI CET Irregular Irregular Rough and smooth Large Green
Morphotype X CET Circular Entire Rough Small Green

a Texture should be described from out to inside; morphotypes with same types of texture but in different zones were considered as distinct colony variants.
b Colonies were considered small if presented diameter is below 3mm and large if presented diameter is above 3mm.
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faecalis (Qamer et al., 2003; Wellinghausen et al., 2009). The gain of
knowledge about phenomena involved in bacterial adaptation and sur-
vival such as phenotypic switching, biofilm resistance, bacterial persis-
tence and other biological processes may be compromised since the
impact of experimental conditions in colony morphology definition is
still unknown. The present study shows the impact of experimental
factors, including colony growth time, plate colony density, culture
medium, planktonic or sessile mode of growth and genetic background,
on morphological features of P. aeruginosa colonies. The monitoring
of the colony development over time demonstrated that, in the
case of P. aeruginosa colonies, morphological characterization should
just be performed after, at least, 45h of colonial growth. Characteristic
morphological features remain unchanged only after 45 h of growth
(Figs. 1, 2, 3 and 4), and by this reason the assessment of P. aeruginosa
colonies with less than 45 h of growth led to inaccurate characteriza-
tions and further misinterpretations. Several studies addressed obser-
vations of P. aeruginosa colonies with less than 45 h, which may raise
the question whether the authors would achieve the same conclusions
observing older colonies (Hay et al., 2009; Kirisits et al., 2005).

The diversity of SCV observed and described in the present study
(Fig. 4A–H) supports as well the need of colonial characterization just
when colonies reached the definitive and unchanged state. In literature,
no studies reported high SCV heterogeneity besides the rough SCV pos-
sibly due to limited colony growth time allowed (Deziel et al., 2001;
Drenkard and Ausubel, 2002; Kirisits et al., 2005). The series of SCV pre-
sented in this study may play a relevant role on biofilm resistance or
persistence to environmental stressors unknown until now, possibly,
due to the improper colony characterization. Based on the data
disclosed in the present study and to prevent the possible loss of data
about colony morphology, a previous study of colony development
before the main biological study, is recommended. This would allow
determining the duration of complete colony morphogenesis and no
morphotypes will be undetected and mischaracterized.

Several reports exhibit images of colonies, many of them with vari-
ous colonies surrounding each other (Boles et al., 2004; Haussler et al.,
2003; Smania et al., 2004). The present data showed that distance be-
tween colonies, an issue frequently ignored, is important. Neighbouring
coloniesmight limit or altermorphogenesis possibly due to competition
for nutritional resources or bacterial signalling and communication.
Be'er et al. (2009) reported that sibling colonies decelerate or even
stop their growthwhen facing each other and stated that theproduction
and perception of small signalling molecules may influence colony
morphogenesis, gene expression and cell differentiation. Therefore,
the characterization of colonies properly separated is recommended.

The solidmedia used to develop bacterial colonies is also a condition
of great discrepancy among reports. Regarding P. aeruginosa colonies,
media such as TSA, LB agar, PIA and blood agar have been used to ob-
serve colony morphology variation (Flemming et al., 2007; Rakhimova
et al., 2008; Starkey et al., 2009). It is well known that solid media com-
position influences fungal colony morphogenesis (Fries et al., 2002).
Concerning bacterial colonies, some reports had demonstrated colony
morphology dependency on nutritional and agar concentration in the
scope of colony pattern modelling (Bonachela et al., 2011; Matsushita
et al., 1999; Matsuyama and Matsushita, 2001). However, the real im-
pact of these variations on each of themorphological characteristics, in-
cluding size, form, colour, texture and margin, has not been explored.
The preservation of morphological features is critical, for instance, in
clinical diagnosis. Typically, clinical samples from patients are plated
on solid media and the detection of certain morphotypes such as SCV
is crucial to design an effective therapy. Thus, the question of whether



Table 3
Guidelines to accurately perform and compare results among bacterial colony morphology observations.

Solid media The medium composition used to plate bacteria should be taken into account: comparisons should only be performed when the solid medium
is identical.

Colony growth time A prior study should be performed before colony morphology characterization; colony growth time is established for the time from which all
morphological traits are constant over the time, except the size.

Colony density per plate Colony morphology observation should not be performed using plates with increased number of colonies; there is not a general threshold because
colony size is highly dependent on the bacterial species. For instance, P. aeruginosa colonies are typically large and observation should be performed
in plate with less than 15 colonies.

Bacterial strain Some reports and manuals indicate typical morphological patterns for bacterial species, however different genetic background and biological
phenomena as phenotypic switching may alter the typical patterns of a bacterial species. Therefore, previous colony morphogenesis study
should be always performed.

Number of replicates As other microbiological studies, colony morphology characterization should be performed at least 3 times. However, 5 independent assays are
recommended to avoid isolate random variants that may arise.
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the detection of SCV is affected by the solid media used, i.e., dependent
of nutritional composition of media, is of critical importance. Results
obtained showed that the composition of the solid media used to plate
P. aeruginosa, either coming from planktonic or biofilm cultures, is rele-
vant to colony morphology definition. The effect of medium composi-
tion in colony patterns was clearly evident in traits as margin, colour
and texture (Table 2). In addition, the present results evidenced that
bacteria spread onto non-selective medium as TSA generate more colo-
ny morphology diversity, in contrast with Pseudomonas selective agar
such as PIA and CET. For instance, the expression of SCV morphotype
from clinical isolated biofilm-cells on TSA was higher, eight SCV were
detected, in contrast with just one morphotype on PIA and CET. This is
maybe explained by the presence of irgasan in PIA and nalidixic acid
and cetrimide in CET thatmay inhibit the growth of some colony variants
(Fonseca et al., 1986). The perception of colonymorphologies dependent
of nutrient concentration challenges the traditional morphology-based
methods to identify bacteria and may affect the actual performance of
clinical diagnosis culture dependent approaches.

Considering all the issues previously discussed, a set of guidelines is
proposed for authors, clinicians and technicians to implement when
performing colonymorphology characterization and further comparing
results (Table 3). Scientific research and clinical diagnosis are the most
benefited with similarity of the experimental procedures of the colony
morphologymethod. This will lead to better comprehension of bacterial
adaptation and evolution, purposes of fundamental science,with the ul-
timate goal of predicting antimicrobial resistance, expression of viru-
lence factors and persistence ability based on morphological traits,
relevant for supporting clinical diagnosis on bacterial profiling.
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